In 1985 John Reade determined the spectrum of C\ regarded as an operator on the space CQ of all null sequences normed by ||x|| = sup n > 0 \x n \. It is the purpose of this paper to determine the spectrum of C\ regarded as an operator on the space bvQ of all sequences x such that x^ -> 0 as k -> oo and ||JC|| = J2£Lo \ k\ < °°; bounded series, that is, sequences x such that sup n>0 1 X)/t=o ^ I < °°' ^e a 4joint operator of T; the space of all continuous linear functional on X, that is, the continuous dual of X; the linear space of all bounded linear operators, say, T on X into itself; the transposed matrix of A; the spectrum of T; capital order, that is, x n = 0(1) if there exists M e R + such that \x n \ < M for all n; small order, that is, x n = o(l) as n -* oo, that is, lim n _oo x n = 0; lies between two positive constant multiples, for example a n >; b n means that there exist m, M e R + such that mbn <a n < Mb n ; the real part of the complex number z, respectively.
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Introduction
He shows it is a bounded operator on c 0 . We shall denote this operator by C\ = (C, 1) and call it the Cesaro operator. [3]
On the spectrum of C\ as an operator on bvo 81
Direct manipulation gives
Clearly lim,,-^ -^ = 0 and hence C\ e B(bv 0 ). 
PROOF. Since bvo has AK and bv^ is isomorphic to bs under the map h: bv$ -• bs, h(f) = (to,t\,t2,---),
where Thus C\ e Bibv^), that is, C\ e B(bs) since it is also clear that each column of C[ is null (C\ being a normal matrix).
COROLLARY. C\ G B(bvo) has not eigenvalues.
PROOF. The proof follows from the fact that C\ GB{CQ) has no eigenvalues (see [10] ) since bv^ c CQ. 
LEMMA. If(M,p) = (N,p) is a regular (conservative) weighted mean method then (M,p) = (N,p) is absolutely regular (conservative).
(See [1] On the spectrum of C\ as an operator on bvQp n = £"=o \P»\-T h e n ( 2 -4 ) becomes />"* < K\P n \ for all n > 1 (AT some constant). Thus use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700035205
